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Preface

The application of simple analogy is apt to

mislead researchers who attempt to explain the

phenomena of a culture which is different from their

own culture. Of course, analogy is the first step for

understanding the unknown. Man has so-called natural

disposition or habit to start his cognitional process

about the unknown by comparison with the already known,

when he perceives_some similarity between the two.

But, such analogical understanding of the unknown

includes in itself a danger, the observer can be

misguided and prevented from seeing the realities of

the cognitional object, because analogy without strict

inspection is often a projection of preconcieved ideas

in the cogni tional subj ect to the obj ect. In this

volume, Mr. Takuma Abe attempts to clarify the concept
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of "ownership" in the Islamic world. In his attempt,

he compares the concept of "ownership" in the Islamic

world and in the western world. His comparative method

is a tool for finding out the differences between the

two, not for a simple analogical explanation which

western orientalists often have recourse to for their

explanations of phenomena in the Islamic world. Owing

to his strict, scientific method of comparison, he has

succeeded in depicting the characteristics indegenous

to ownership in the Islamic world, and these aspects

are very different from thpse in the western world.

Mr. Takuma Abe is a research fellow of IMES at

present and is engaged in the study of the Islamic

economic system. He is a promising energetic

researcher with an excellent linguistic talent in

modern Persian and high academic abilities.

Akiro Matsumoto
General Editor
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Introduction

"The outstanding fea ture of a man's
life in the modern world is his conviction
that his life-world asa whole is neither
fully understood by himself nor fully
understandable to any of his fellow-men.
There is a stock of knowledge theoretically
available to everyone, built up by practi
cal experience, science, and technology as
warranted insights. But this stock of
knowledge is not integrated. It consists of
a mere juxtaposition of more or less
coherent systems of knowledge which them
selves are neither coherent nor even
compatible with one another. On the
contrary, the abysses between the various
attitudes involved in the approach to the
specialized systems are themselves a
conditon of the success ~f the specialzed
inquiry." (Alfred Schutz)

What is the most important qualification required

of a field researcher? In my view, it should be his

earnest endeavour to convey information correctly

concerning what is going on in the field. In this case,

as Clifford Geertz explains it, the emphasis should be
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p~t on understanding people, or knowing how they define

themselves. 2 Is this possible? Strictly speaking,

unfortunately, the answer would be in the negative.

This is because, more>or less everyone has his own

values which have been fostered through his family

education, school, and social life. For someone to try

to separate himself from his own values is impossible.

That is to say, everyone has biases. The point is, even

though one should abolish biased judgement in order to

view social phenomena in the field clearly, it seems

impossible. Therefore, every field researcher must try,

at lea·st, to reduce the. degree of his biases, and if

possible, to abolish them in order to keep his view

point objective. Otherwise, his work cannot reveal the

real features of the social phenomena. One must bear in

mind the difficulty of evaluatingso~ethingwhich takes.

place in a different cultural contex than one's own.

Have Orientalist' works been revealing the real

fea tures of the Middle East? In general, . the answer

would be in the negative.> Edward W. Said states that

Orfentalism is, in short, the western style for

dOminating, restructuring and having authority over the

Orient. 3 One might be safe in thinking that works

based on such aims can not be reliable nor reflect real

Oriental values. According to Said, without examining
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Orientalism as a discourse one cannot possibly

understand the enormous~y systematic discipline by

which European culture was able to manage and even

produce the Orient politically, sociologically,

militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and

imaginatively during the post~~nlightmentperiod.4

Ismalil Ragi AI-Faruqicriticizes Oriental ism from

another point :

The West has separated the humanities
from the social sciences because of the
consideration of methodology. This separa
tion succeeded in banishing from the social
sciences all valuations except those based
on instrumental ends. "Scientif ic" obj ec
tivity could not tolerate them; and they
were dumped in the humanities where concern
and application of them b~came utterly
personal and individualistic.

Al-Faruqi's statement seems to me a criticism tdward

reductionism which explains variety by simplification.

Moreover, M. Baqir as-Sadr insists that study on Islam

can not be divided into some small segments of social

sciences such as politics, history, economics and so

on~ but should be dealt with as a whole body.6 Here

one can clearly see the necessity of a holistic

approach. From Geertz's, Sayeed's, AI-Faruqi's and

Baqir as~Sadr's statements, one might understand that a

field researcher must observe social phenomena from
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the natives point of view and that without this

attitude, his effort would only be in vain.

In this thesis, I will focus on one aspect of the

Islamic social system, ownership, by covering various

fields of social phenomena. I have decided to

scrutinize ownership in Islam by comparing it to that

of the West because during my stay in Iran for two

years, I realized that the human behavior related to

obtaining, maintaining and disposing of a certain

object shows clear dif£erences with that of

Westerners'. In addition, to the best of my knowledge,

it is very hard to find a book which answers the

questions: what the Isl~mic ownership system is~ how it

works, under what conditions it operates, and so on.

In the first chapter, I will describe the concept

of ownership in the both cultural systems of Islam and

the West.

In the second chapter, I will compare various

characteristics of ownership in Islam and the West.

In the third chapter, I will describe human nature

and interaction betw~en individuals, and then society,

and how the concept of sovereignty is related to them.

In the fourth chapter, I will scrutinize

conditions under which Islamic ownership operates and

make some final conclusions.
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I

Definition of Ownership

A. Changeable Meaning

As I will show, the concept of ownership is very

broad and it is not an easy task to specify its

meaning. However, I believe a reader will obtain a

general idea of it a~ my argument continues. My usage

of 'ownership' in this thesis has ~ broad meaning. By

'ownership', I mean property, possession, ownership and

so on which are in general a chain of events related to

possession or ownership of something. One authority on

the subject,C. B. Macpherson states that "the meaning

of property is not constant. The actual institution,

an~ the way people see it, and hence the meaning they

give to the word, all change over time.,,1 Sayyid

Muhammad Husayni Beheshty, an expert on Islamic

philosophy, explains that the meaning of ownership is

relative and changeable, different in various social

systems and not a physically concrete matter but a
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socially concrete matter. 2 From these two statements

made by prominent scholars of Western and Islamic

social science, it can be sa idthat the notion of

ownership has not al~ays been fixed but has changed in

various times and societies. According to Macpherson,

it is not easy to define a changing and purposeful

concept like property.3 He explains the reasons for the

difficulties: .

1) in the current common usage of the word , property is

at variance with the meaning which property has in all

legal systems and in all serious treatments of the

subject by philosophers, jurists, and political and

social theorists,

2) property in the works of modern writers ,is usually

t r e at e das ide n tic a I wit h p r i vat e pro per t y , an

exclusive individual right, one's right to exclude

others from some use or benefit of something, and this

usage can be seen as the product of a particular set of

historical circumstances. 4

Before discussing the current definition, I would

like to trace the meaning of ownership back to the

Greeks brief ly in order to· show some examples of such

semantic changes of ownership.

According to Richard Schlatter, Plato believed

that in tha perfect state all property was privately
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owned by the citizens of the lowest class -- farmers,

artisans,. and merchants -- who produce all the wealth

and who are excluded from all participation in

politics. On the other hand, Aristotle concluded that

property should be in a certain sense common, but as a

general rule it is ·private. 5 Schlatter states that

equality is for both Plato and Aristotle a fundamental

principle of justice governing the distribution of

property and if we think only of the ruling class in

their ideal. state we may say that Plato and Aristotle

were absolute equali tarians on the rna tter of property

distribution. 6

The Stoic School combined the Greek theories of

property and natural law and incorporated them into the

Romary Law and whatever the lawyers of the Roman Empire

meant to say, the .important fact for the later history

of the theory of property is that they linked property

to the law of nature. 7 Cicero asserted that all men

are by the law of nature equal and when we look at the

application of Cicero's law of nature we see a

revolution in thought separating him from Plato and

Aristotle. 8 In Rome, the actual inequality of men was

more striking than it had been in Athens: slavery and

~n unequal division of property were as essential to

society in the time of Cicero and Seneca as to tha t in
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the time of Plato and Aristotle and the question was

how this actual and necessary inequality could be

de~ended against the law of nature?9 Cicero made a

distinction b~tween things owned by the law of the

sta te and things owned by the la w of na ture, and he was

anticipating Locke's definition of the limit imposed on

acqui~itionby the law of nature.'O

The early Fathers of the Christian Church did not

find in the New Testamant a ready-made theory of

property. But throughout the New Testament there is a

distrust of riches and an emphasis on the advantages of

poverty and it is clear that st. Augustine regarded

property as the conventional creation~f the state and

the fruits of sin, and he advised Christians not to own

property individually although he also denounced as

heresy the opinion that Christians are forbidden to own

property in this world of sin." At that time a

general philosophical th~ory in which property was

accepted but contrary to natural law, having been woven

into the Augustinian concept of history and society,

became the £oundation of various ideas about ownership

in the medieval age.'2

st. Thomai Aquinas came to think that property and

the political authority which protected it were not

necessary evi Is . but merely na tural and good. 1 3 He
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syrithesized the idea'of Aristotle and traditional

Christian thought; pri va te ownership. was na tura"l

because it was more highly developed. It was the more

perfect form of ownership because, though common owner

ship or no ownership at all was the most perfect, it

w'as the most natural of all forms of property.1 4

Fortescue gives us a clue to understanding the concept

of private property in the MiddLe Ages. He defended

the middle class, the class whose rise to power is the

essehtial ingredient in the transition from feudal to

capitalist society. He defended property in the very

fashion in which ideologues wereqoing to serve the

purpose of bourgeios apologists for the next three or

four centuries.15 ForteScue accepted without question

the venerable Christian doctorine that property is the

result of sin but his acceptance of the doctorine was

entirely formal and heprobeeded at once to prove that

property was rooted in natural law and finally he

connected the idea of contract with the idea of

dominion; even the most absolute prince would have only

a limited dominio~ even though no positive human laws

defined the limitations.16

By surveying the history of the concept of

property till the Middle Ages carefully,one may come

to realize that the definition of ownership in the West
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altered from time to time and I will later summarize

the history after the Middle Ages up to the twentieth

century.

In Islam, though I have presented Beheshty's

statement in order to show that the Islamic concept of

ownership has also undergone change, in comparison with

that of the west, the change has been minimal. As one

will see later, Islam is rigid in its basic concept of

ownership: Allah is the only true owner of things and

an individual can merely po~sess a thing as his

property under the permission of Allah. Since this

basic notion about. ownership can not be changed in the

Islamic perspective, in spite of some altered interpre

tations of ownership in various contexts, the change

is very much limited. This makes it unnecessary to

trace the history of Islamic ownership back to the

past. I would like ,to move to the next section,

therefore, to describe the ,current definitions of

ownership in both of the West and of Islam.

B. Today's Definition of. Ownership

1. Islamic Definition

Beheshty states that God is recognized as the

owner of the world becausei t is He who givesexistence

to the wor ld. 1 7 In Persian, !!!~!,glii.Y.~l means
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ownership. S.M.H. Allamah Tabatabai explains that

malekiyat is, from the social point of view, giving

ownership of a thing to a person which is then recog

nized by others. 18 Beheshty says that malekiyat is a

social, idealistic or contractual relationship between

an individual or a group and a thing, which makes the

owner's possession clear and which prevents others from

trying to take it. 19 Beheshty provides the definitions

of !!!elk (property) and !!!al (estate): !!!elk is a thing

which a man is in possession of and the meaning is "the

objects of possession" and !!!!!l is a thing which

directly or indirectly has a consumption value for

man. The consumption value is anything or any kind of

work which reduces man's suffering; in other words, it

may satisfy or secure one of the desires or demands of

mankind in a direct or indirectway.20 Baqir as-Sadr

states that in Islamic interpretations, all property

belongs to Allah and Allah sometimes lets individuals

utilize the property. This trust from Allah is called

ownership from the legal point of view, and ownership

is the action which individuals take to contribute to

society and to themselves as well. 21

H!=!re, it is clear that not only an individual but

society in which such an individual lives is considered

from the beginning in rilam. M.A. Mannan explains that
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the uniqueness of the Islamic concept of economic

welfare lies in the fact that it can not ignore a broad

consideration of the general welfare which involves the

question of morality, education, religion and many

other things. 22 This shows a clear cut difference of

attitude toward ownership between Islam and the West.

Mannan states:

The ethics of Islamic Economics sought to
reduce man's present excessive material,
needs in order to release human energy for
spiritual pursuits. Inner development,
rather than outward expansion, was held out
to be man's highest ideal in life. The
modern Western sptrit, while not depre
cating the need for inner perfection,
however, seems to have shifted the emphasis
to the amelioration of the material condi
tions of life. Progress now means higher
and higher standards of living which imply
a progressive enlargement of w'ants,
increasing discpritent and dissatisfaction
with things as they are and a passionat~

yearning after higher and higher levels of
consumption. From the modern point of view,
then the progress of a community is ju~~ed

by the character of its material wants.

Comparative La~, a modern Islamic definition of !!lal

which covers the view of most of the schools of Islamic

Law is "[a]ll that has a commercial value," or "[t]hose

coporeal, usufructuary and other rights of any kind the

exchange of which is customary are to be regarded as

property (!!!al) of commercial value." So it includes
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both movables and immovables, both specific objects and

their use (or income which they produce) both what a

man owns and has in his possession, and what is owed to

him. 24 I would like to cite som~ articles of th~

Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran, which are

relevant to my argument here, in order that one can see

how people in Islamic society fit the basic ideas about

ownership into their constitution:

Article 22: Respect, life, property,
rights, housing and occupation of people
are inviolable unless the law prohibits
otherwise~

Article 40: Noone is entitled to exercise
his rights in such a way as to ~nflict

injury on'others or infringe upon public
interests.

Article 47: Private property, acquired
through legitimate means,· is respected.
The rel~vant criteria shall be determined
by law. l5

2. Western Definition

a) A history of the definition after the Middle Ages

One can understand ·from the early discussion in

this thesis that the definition of ownership has

undergone change in the West, and here I would like to

present the current definition. Since I have covered a

history of the concept of ownership till the Middle

Ages briefly in the preceding section, it might be a
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good idea to touch upon the changes in the meaning from

the Middle Ages till today.

In current everyday language, property generally

means a thing. In the seventeenth century, however,

property was a right: i) the rights to use the land,

but not to own the land itself, ii) the right. toa

revenue by corporate, charters" monopolies granted by

the state, etc. 26 While capitalistic market economy

emerged in the seventeenth century the meaning of

property evolved into rights to things exchangeable in

the market. In short, unsaleable rights in things

before the seventeenth centtiry then became saleable and

in the twentieth century the meaning changed again, so

that it means rights to something, or rights to an

income. 27 . According to Macpherson, every socIety makes

a distinction between property and mere physt"cal

possession and this, in effect, results in the de£ini

tion of property as ~ right. And what distinguishes

property from mere momentary possession is that

property is a claim - that will be forced by society or

the state, by custom,' convention .or law. 28 Macpherson.

shows the consequences of the change in the twentieth

century: i) with the rise of the corporation, the

dominant form of property becomes ·the expecta tion of

revenue, ii) license, permission and so on, which are
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generally associated with a relation to government, is

required to obtain such revenue~ therefore, property

interpreted in the twentieth century is regarded as

rights to income. 29

John Greiville Agard Pocock states that property

appears in the Western tradition of political

discussion in a number of places, which might be

summarized as follows:

First and foremost, there is the tradition
begun by Aristotle and continued by
Aquinas, in which property appears as a
moral and political phenomenon, a
prerequi si te to the leading of a "good
lif~," which is essentially civic. Property
was both an extension and a prerequisite of
personality. The citizen possessed property
in order to be autonomous\ and autonomy was
necessary for him to develop virtue or
goodness as an actor within the p~6itical,

social and natural realm of order.

In every time in Western tradition, there is a

conception of virtue -- Aritotelian, Thomist, neo-

Machiavellian or Marxian -- to which the spread of

exchange relations is seen as presenting a threat~ In

this perspective, those thinkers of the seventeenth

through nineteenth centuries who argued on individu-

alist, capitalist or liberal premises that the market

economy might benefit and transform human existence

were be the great heretics and dissenters. 31
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Jeremy Bentham states "property is nothing but a

basis of expectation: expectation of deriving certain

advantages from a thing which we are said to possess,

in consequence of the rela tion in which we stand

towards it.,,32 Morris Cohen says that "whatever

technical definition we mai prefer, we must recognize

that a property right i~ a relation not between an

owner and a thing but between the owner and other

individuals on reference to things", and "th/e essence

of private property is always the right to exclude

others" and the law of property is believed to help one

directly to exclude others from using the things that

the law assigns to him. 33

According to B.Roshier and H. Teff, the original

formation of property laws was related to controlling

'matter' or 'things' only, but as property came to

include capital under the emergence of capitalism, it

also came to include the control of wage labours, that

is, the control of human beings. 34 So far, i have

hur:r::iedly summarized the change in meaning ,of

ownership, and I would like to present the current

defintion in the next section.

b) Definition of Ownership in Civil Law

Civil Law systems in most of Continental Europe
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during th~ Middle Ages and inmodern~imesuntil the

nineteenth century derived in great part from Roman Law

and that ~nfluence is particulary strong in the law of

property.35

The 'word "property" has various meanings in

Civil Law and in the broade'st sense it is understood to

mean any asset, i.e., any right that can forma part of

person's patrimony, and as a rule, this r~ght appears

when a certain exchange value is attributed to it in

commerce. 36 In. contemporary society, both capitalist

and socialist societies, ownership and contract may be

regarded as the foundations of economic intercourse.

Socialist and communist criticism of ownership is

directed not against the institution itself but against

a specific form of ownership, i.e., that of private

persons in the means of production. 37 In non-communist

countries, individualowriership has a much wider and

more fundamental significance, because it provides

security for the maintenance of the family as the most

important group in social life, and on the other hand,

because it provides security for, the unfolding of human

individuality.38

The broad conception of property makes a

distinction between corporeal and incorporeal things. A

corporeal thing is a portion of material nature which
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can be subjected to the power of a·human being, is of

value to him and can, in accordance with ordinary

opinion, be considered an individual.istic unit. All

patrimonial rights are incorporeal things, and this

distinction is very important in Civil Law in order to

establish a legal system and status with which the

third parties make themselves acquaintedeasily.39

For a long time ownership was regarded only as the

relation of a person with an object of ownership,

though it is contended that it is not the individual

but the community that must be pointed to as the final

purpose of law. Most modern authors of this subject in

Civil Law countries have now come to realize that both

aspects of ~wnership of the individual and the

community~ are of importance. 40

One can see here the necessity of socialization of

the law of property and as ane example of such

socialization of law, thefirst~constitution, Weimarer

Verfassunq (Wei~arer Constitution)~ which has a special

clau~e to restrict the private ownership was ~nacted in

1919;. 41

c) Definition of Ownership in Common Law

Principles of Commqn Law were established in the

nineteenth century and according to those principles,
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an owner of property for example, was allowed to

utilize his properety as he wished, even in the case

that his utilization of the property was aimed at

fulfilling only his egoistic desire. Although it

interfererd with others, it was considered lawful.

Here the absoluteness of ownership and the holiness of

the freedom of contract were the basis of Common Law,

and Benthamism strongly supported this concept of the

Common Law. 42

However, at the end of the nineteenth century,

Benthamism began to fade and collectivism emerged

instead. It disagreed with laissez faire as the

legislative doctorine and allows government to

intervene in the realm of the individual freedom based

on the idea that the action of a government might

enhance social benefits as a whole. 43

In Common Law~ one can see two divisions in the

concept of property: i) choses in possession i.e.,

tangible movables which can be possessed ii) choses in

action i.e., intangibles which can only be claimed or

enforced by action because they are "rights of

property.,,44 As a marked characteristic of Common

Law, a much more extensive use of abstraction than

Civil Law is recognized, and this fact shows that Civil

Law has a flexibility to handle ownership.45
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II

Ownersllip in Western

and Islamic Value Systenls

In this chapter I ~ill describe some basic

differencies between Islamic and Western ideas about

ownership which characterize economic activities in

both cultural systems. nefore going into detail, I

would like to emphasize the most important factor in

appr~aching Islamic economy. According to M. Baqir as

Sadr, if one does not tackle the problem from the

viewpoint of the Islamic world .view but only analyzes

its economic aspect, the study on Islmaic economy will

be nonesense. 1 Sayed Kotb states that Islam enters the

field of economic theory under the influence of its

universal philosophy and is guided by its general

ideology.2 From these statements it is clear that if

one tries to comprehend Islamic economy, he should

study it by a holistic approach in order to cover many

fields such as politics, philosophy and so on. Here,
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reductionism should be avoided because by adopting

reductionism one tend to analyze social phenomena from

a small part of the whole and then makes the erroneous

conclusion that he recognizes its whole feature.

A. Ummaism vs Individualism

1. Urnmaism in Islam

As I have mentioned in the first chapter, in Islam

God is the absolute owner of everything in this cosmos

and man is merely given an opportunity to possess

things as his property with God's permissio.n. In

Islamic perspective, Qmm~ (society) is placed at a

higher position than that of the individual as far as

ownership is concerned. Ali Shari 'ati explains Umma:

The word umma derives from the root amm,
which has-the- sense of path and intention.
The ~~ is, therefor~, a society in which
a number of individuals, possessing a
common faith and goal, come together in
harmony with the intention of adJancing and
moving toward their common goal.

It ~eems that Qmm~ is given a more important role in

dealing with things in society than the individual.

According to Kotb, property is in the widest sense a

right which can belong only to society and in return

society receives it as a trust from God. 4 Here the

individual is in a way a steward of his property on
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behalf of ~ociety, and this obligates him to accept the

restrictions which society lays upon his liberty, and

the bounds which limit his fundamental right to such

property.5 Ayatullah Sayyid Mahmud Taleghani explains

severa1 important principles in Islamic economy and I

would like to mention at least four of them here in

order to explain why Qmm~ is given priority over the

individual.

a) Individuals are owners of the fruits of their labour

in the widest possible sense, and are free agents in

transactions~ within the framework of the relevant

ordinances and it is a human leader of a society who

functions in some cases as owner and in others as

supervisor. From this standpoint, Islamic economy is

based neither on the ultimate freedom of private

ownership that leads to unbridled capitalism nor on

public ownership that re~ults in the total denial of

individual ownership and freedom. -There is private

ownership based on the innate and natural freedom of

individuals, and collective ownership based on public

resources and interests.

b) The limits of ownership and economic relationships

in Islam are del-ineated and ordered by three

principles; i) individuals,ii) ordinances and

iii) government. Mature individuals governed by faith
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and moral responsibilities are~free to dispose of their

property as they are free in other ways. However, where

the rights of individuals and those of society are in

conflict, society is ~mpowered to limit individual

ownersh~p to a greater degree than the law may

authorize ..

c) An owner is free to dispose and distribute his

possessions which he obtains as the result of his

labour. The limits and legal restraints on the right to

disposition and ownership ensure that there is not an

unfair distribution of possessions and profits.

d) The right to the ownership and distribution of

products made from natural resources is based on the

righttQ the disposition and distribution of natural

resources, so as to ensure that.the earth and all its

natural resources belong to everyone. ~hese rights are

upheld only insofar as they do not injure the general

welfare, because resources and materials in their

natural state belong to the public and the private

right to dispose them is limi ted by the public right to

them. 6

It is now clear that individuals can enjoy their

right to;ownership on the condition that they do not

hamper public welfare, and society is given the first

priori ty to handle property..
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What are the fundamental ideas then to support the

notion that g~~~ is more important than individuals?

M. U. Chapra states there are four items that represent

the goals and values of Islamic economic order:

a) Economic well-being within the framework of the

moral norms of Islam

b) Universal brotherhood and justice

c) Equitable distribution of income

d) Freedom of the individual within the context of

social welfare. 7

s. N. H. Naquvi also makes four basic hypotheses

on the Islamic economic system:

(i) economic activity is indissolubly
linked, through Unity, with man's ethical
environment;
(ii) by virtue of the basic quality of
Equilibrium, in the sense explained above,
there must obtain a "just" balance among the
basic production, consumption and distribu
tion relations;
(iii) Free Will, translated onto the
economic space, requires that individual
economic freedom and state control be
suitably combined to reflect the distinctive
Islamic concept of human freedom; and
(iv) the axiom ofResponsib~litydictatesa
conscious policy of redistribution and
resource transfers among various classes and
groups of the society. It also implies a
financial relationship between the lender
and the borrower which takes explicit
,cognizance of the essential risky nature of
economic actions. 8

From the arguments of these two scholars, it seems
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fairly clear that even though an individual has freedom

to work and to own something, society sometimes limits

his excercising such freedom when it is necessary. On

this point, Sayyid Muhammad Husayni Beheshty's explains

that ownership derived from a man's creative and

prodrictive labour is not absolute but limited. 9 In

addition, ways of spending his property might be

controlled as well. According to Kotb, the individual

is not left to himself to do with his property as he

wishes: he has his degree of freedom, but it is limited

because there can seldom be a purely personal disposal
(

of property which does not in some way affect other

people, even though such effects may not be material or

in any way apparent.'O The Islamic perspective has

interest in the welfare of the individual while at the

same time ensuring of the welfare of society. It wishes

to do injury neither to the individual nor to society,

and it does not oppose human nature. Nor ,on the other

hand, does it seek to impede the fundamental customs

and the high and far-reaching objectives of life."

2. Western Individualism

I would like to turn to Western individualism

which is generaly believed to reflect the incentives

of man's behavior i~ modern Western society. According
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to Ko Harada, modern civil society was established by

the bourgeois, i.e. the third class, and its political

ideology was the theory of Social Contract. 1 2 In

additon, J. Viner states that by the end. of the

eighteenth century, at least,erilightenment brought

mostly common social ethics to the founders of Harvard,

Yale or American Philosophy Association and to fathers

of American settlers and it seems true that the

eighteenth century thought was by and large individual

istic. 13 Then how did they develop this theory of

individualilsm? R. Schlatter explains that the theory

of the natural right of property achieved its classical

statement as a defence of the early capitalist

societies of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and

nineteenth centuries. 1 4 It is a well-known fact that

the theory of natural right was presented by Hobbes and

was developed by Locke. Natural right is the right

which a man is gifted by natural law and even a state

can not intervene in it because it was established

before the state appeared. 15 Harada expounds on

natural right in more detail and summarizes it as the

following:

a) natural right is immanent in an individual and it

means freedom by which he utilizes his ability

according to his own will,
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b) natural right is an individualistic ability to do

whatever he prefers most for his self-preservation and

growth, and

c) therefore natural right is a natural ability.16

Now I would like to indicate briefly what Hobbes

and Locke thought about natural right and natural law.

Hobbes's famous argument on the state of nature

concerns the state of human beings which lacks civil

society and in which every individual who has natural

abili ty opposes others. From these premises, he made·

his famous proposition th~tmen live in a state of

perpetual war. 17 In Hobbes's argument, one can see

three reasons for such conflict in society:

a) fighting to satisfy his desires,

b) fear that others will outstrip him by force,

c) wishes to have superiority to others

Hobbes thought that in the state of nature, people

only have the ability to ma in t a i nthem s e 1v e s and that

the criteria of rational and social deeds based on

instincts of self preserva tion are necessary in order

to end the state of conflict derived from their

excercisingtheir natural right. 18 Harada shows three

basic demands of natural law which Hobbes pointed out:

a) human beings should pursue peace and secure it,

b) human beings should surrender their natural right to
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one another,

c) all contracts once signed should be observed;

otherwise, human beings would return to the state of

nature again. 19

It seems clear at first glance of Hobbes's argument

that some person or some institution should be given a

sovereign power to make people maintain such contracts

in a society so that every individual can enjoy his

natural right without being infringed by others~ Locke

also agreed with Hobbes regarding the existence of

natural right, though the contents of his theory was

different from Hobbes's. In Locke's argument on the

state of nature, every individual is governed by his

reason. There is nothing superior to the individual in

soci~ty, and there is nothing which has authority

over them. This indicates that every individual is

equal and independent, so he has the right to act a~ he

wishes in society unless he interferes other's equal

righ t s. From t his not ion, the right to I i v e , the rig h t

to freedom and the right to property were deduced. 20

Here one can see two points: a). a state of perfect

freedom and b) a s ta te of equal i ty. However, the

meaning of Locke's freedom is the freedom within the

bounds of the law of Nature and is dissimilar to

Hobbes's freedom of state of licence according to which
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one can do whatever he likes. 21

There are two other distinguishing differences

about the state of nature between Hobbes and Locke.

Locke abandoned Hobbes's unsocial thoughts about men

and insisted on the basic nature of human beings in a

society. To Locke, human beings seemed to have the

idea that to live alone itself is a sin and they are

put in a positionof having social life as a necessity

and convenience and no individual can secure his safety

and satisfy his desires by himself. 22 According to

Locke, the state of nature has the natural law to

govern it and this law restrained human beings morally

and even in the state of nature men should recognize

others' rights. Therefore, the stateof nature, in his

argument, is not the same as Hobbes's idea that men

live in a state of perpetual war, or chaos in which

people pursueonl~ their own pro£its. 23 As long as men

are equal, nobody should interfere with the lives,

health, freedom and property of others.24 Here one can

clearly see the dissimilarity of the basic understand

ing on the state of nature between Hobbes and Locke.

Locke carefully observed private property which was

derived from the natural law and natural right and

developed his idea: the main purpose which connected

men to a nation was the preservation ot their property
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and they could own the fruits of their labour. This is

because their own labour belonged to them~ in.othe~

words, labour gave individuals the first I"ight to

property.25 c~ B. M~cpherson comments about Locke's

achievemnt:

Locke was the first to make a case for
property of unlimi ted amount as a natural
right of the individual, prior to govern
ments and overriding them. Many others had
made a general case for limited government:
Locke's great innovation was to justify it
as necessary to protect unlimited property.
Since men formed themselves into civil
societies in order to protect' their
individual properties, no civil society
could conceivably wish to take away any
part of any man's- property except in so far
as necessary to protect' property as an
institution (that is, by such taxation as
was necessary to maintain law and govern
ment); and governments, whose rightful
powers were only those delegated to them by
the whole civ~l society, could therefore
never have the right to. interfere with
anyone's property beyond what was required
to protect property.

What made his case for unlimited
property so persuasi ve was thatit seemed
to be based simply on an equal right to
one's own labour and to the means of
labour, aright which is ethically pretty
acceptable. And in spite of its strained
log~% his case $oon became a standard
one.

B. Origin of O~nership

,. Islamic Origin of Ownership

In Islam, God is the absolute owner of everything
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and man is given an opportunity to own a thing. But

what is the origin of ownership? Beheshty states that

creatorship, or in other words, creative and ~roductive

labour to manufacture a certain object, gives us the

right to possess the object by itself. 27 According to

Baqir as-Sadr,labour in I~lami~ perspective gives a

labourer the right to own the fruits of his labour. 28

From what Beheshty and Baqir as-Sadr state, it may "be

said that labour or work, whatever the terminology is,

the deed, action, or work done to produce a certain

substance is the origin of ownership in Islam. Beheshty

explains more about ownership byidentify~ng three

basic origins:

a) productive labour

b) possessive labour

c) service labour

Beheshty also identifies more specific types which are

related to tha general origins:

a) exchange or commerce

b) gift

c) natural transfe~ (inheritancaetc.)29

J • KIa u s say s t ha t eventh 0 ugh the rea r e

discrepancies in the interpretation for ownership among

various schools of thought in Islam, their basic

understanding of the origin of ownership is labour,
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inheritance and gift. Also there is no limitation in

the amount that one person obtains or gives. Private

property is regarded as a natural part of life and

considered as appropriate to a moral order and it is

believed a sin to intrude on it. 30 Kotb points out

seven methods of individual acquisition:

a) hunting

b) irrigation

c) production of minerals hidden in the earth

d) raiding

e) working for a wage for others

f) assigning ownership cif a piece of land that does not

have an owner

g) money given to someone to help them survive (e.g. a

tax to benef i t the poor). 31 Even though such an

example as raiding is listed above, which requires a

second consideration from an ethical point o£ view,

basically it seems apparent that labour in a broad

sense is the origin of ownership in Islam. Here the

importance is ~ot put on how to possess a thing

individually but on how to utilize the property and to

gain profit from it. 32 In Islam, as I have shown in

the earlier section of this thesis, an individual can

not always dispose his property as he wishes. Also,

there are eight rules of the Shari'ah (Islamic law)
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governing private property:

a) Property must be continuously utilized.

b) Zakat (wealth tax) must be paid.

c) Property must be used to benefit people and Umma.

d) Property must be used without causing any harm to

others.

e) Property must be lawfully possessed.

f) Property must not be used in a prodigal or parsimo

nious \-lay.

g) An owner should not sacrifice his own basic needs

when using property.

h) The Islamic law of inheritance should be correctly

applied. 33

Without obeying' these rules, an individual can not

maintain his property.

To summarize, labor is the origin of ownership for

individuals, and Article 46 of the Constitution of the

Is lam i c Repub 1 i c 0 fIr a n c lea r 1 y s tatesth us: II Eve r y

person is the owner of the product of his or her legal.

labor and industry and no one is entitled to deprive

others of opportunities £or work and industry for the

purpose of owning the frui ts of his own labor."34

2. Western Perspective

Similar to the change in the definition of
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ownership in the West as I pointed out in the first

chapter, the theory of origin of ownership has been

changing. To support his argument on the origin of

ownership, Macpherson uses the following passage form

Green:

The writers of the seventeenth and eigh
teenth centuries, who discussed the basis
of the rights of property, took it for
granted and in so doing begged the
question. Grotius makes the right of
property rest on contract, but clearly
until. there is a recognized "meum" and
"tuum" there can be no contract. Contract
presupposes property. The property in a
particular thing may be derived from a
contract through which it has been obtairied
in exchange for another thing or for some
services r,endered, but that implies .that it
was previously the property of another and
that the person obtaining it has a property
in something else, if only in the labour of
his hands which he could exchange for it.
Hobbes is so far more logical that he does
not derive property from contract, but
tr eatspr 0 per t y and 'the validity of
covenants' as co-ordinately dependent on
the existe15ce of a sovereign power of
compulsion.

Hobbes's position was that "the validity of contracts

'begins not but with its institution,' yet its· own

right is det i ved from an irrevocable contract of all

with all in which each develops his 'persona,' the body

of his rights, upon it.,,36 Locke treated property as

derived from labour. "By the same law of nature and

reason by which man has 'a property in his own person,'
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'the labour of his body and the work of his hand are

properly his' too.,,37 According to Locke, nobody

possesses a thing in primev~l time. But in the process

of a person' scorning to do labour, the fruits of which

belong only to him, private property emerges. Thus,

labour makes the first right to property.38 Locke

put the following limitations on a right to property:

a) there should be plenty of common property left,

b) within the limitation that a person can utilize

effectively for his own profit, a right to property

should be approved, and if he hoards it beyond his

ability for effective utilization and in consequence

spoi Is i t, it is the equivalent of theft. 39 There does

not seem to be any differences between Locke and Islalm

about the origin of ownership here, because according

to both, labour is the origin of ownership. However, a

most striking difference can be deduced: possible

inequality in terms of economic activities. From

Locke's argument it can be said that everyone can

possess property as much as he wishes unless he spoils

it and by accumulating his wealth in the form of money,

it is possible that he stockpiles his wealth to an un

limited extent and this may lead to economic inequality

among people. 40 Here againj as I tried to explain in

the preceding section, individualism is a key to under-
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standing economic activities in Western societies.

Regarding ownership, comparing the two value systems of

Western society and of Islam, one may come to under

stand that the most striking difference between them is

the position of society, or Umma, and individuals~ In

Islam, even though everyone can possess a certain

object as his property through his labour if there is

no conflict between him and 1!.!!!.!!!.~, 1!.!!!.!!!.~ can restrict

such a right to property if it is necessary to maintain

equality among people. On the other hand, in the

Western ideaof ownership, an individual can possess as

much as he wants if it is obtained by his labour, and

society does not allow others to take anything away

from that individual even in the case that the other

indiyiduals are suffering. Consequently, it seems that

the individual will.accumulate his property ±n the form

of money and hoard it. rn my view, this Western

attitude toward ownership based on an extreme individu

alism makes it possible forstrong and rich people to

become stronger and richer and the gap between rich and

poor, and strong and weak to widen.

c. Forms of Ownership

So far, I have discussed the ideological

differences of ownership between the two cultural
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systems. Next I will scrutinize the real features of

the forms of ownership in Islam and in Western society.

1. Combined Ownership in Islam

The most impressive fact of ownership in Islam is

that Islam allows various forms of ownership. As Baqir

as-Sadr explains~ Islam autho~izes several types of

ownership and it adopts the principle of combined

ownership. Combined ownership has many forms which

makes it different from capitalism or socialism that

have one type oi ownership in principle. Islam has

private, public and state ownership and it establishes

special boundaries for each one of them. 41 According

to Baqir as~Sadr's definition:

a) state Ownership

Prophet or Imam (leader in a Muslim society), who has

the right to property within the realm of Islamic

country, possesses certain things such as mining

resources. This ownership gives authority to rulers who

are responsible for public welfare in order that they

may watch and maintain property.

b) Public Ownership

Society or the members of that society together

possesse a certain kind of property. Public ownership

also. includes property for which the country is
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responsible. This meaning of public ownership covers

two areas. One of them is the area of state

ownership which is opposite to private property and the

other area is of public ownership.

c) Social Ownership

This is one of the forms of public ownership. This kind

of ownership means Islamic society's ownership of all

property over a very wide r~nge of histo~y. One of the

examples is gained cultivated land by jihad (holy war).

d) Human Ownership

This is also another type of public ownership. This

ownership means prope~ty which an individual or a

private institution is not permitted to possess and

from which all people can benefit. The benefits that

can be gained from seas or rivers is an example.

e) Private Ownership

In this kind of ownership, in principle, an individual

can have a right to own a certain property exclusively

within a limit and it is prohibited that others gain

profits from it. 42

From this explanation, it is apparent that social

ownership has priority over state ownership and private

owner~hipiand this maybe additional evidence that

supports the idea that in Islam, the Um~ is considered

as of a higher order than either individuals or nation
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states.

According to Beheshty, in the Islamic perspective,

individual ownership and collective ownership exist,

and in the latter, there are general ownership and

group ownershi~.43 Here again, one can see a combined

form of ownership in Islam and this is quite different

from Western ideas. A. A. Awan states that there is no

concept of dual ownership in capitalism q~ socialism.

Everyone in Islamic society is a trustee and

beneficiary of ownership and yet no one owns property

as his owp in the traditional sense. The fact that

capitalism or socialism has a single form of ownership

is precisely what makes these systems so remarkably

unsuited to the analysis of distributional questions. 44

Awan explains:

It seems fairly clear that dual ownership
lays its foundation on the idea of communi
ty i~ which everyone is a partner in the
economic process of production and distri
bution. Unlike the utilitarian and the
Marxian approache s, in whi ch either
maximizing the sum of ind~vidual utilities
is taken as the measure of soc~al welfare
of a planning authority determines the
level of social welfare, the Islamic
economic approach seems to demand not only
relative gains and losses of everyone, but
also insists on full participation by
everyone~n determining the level of social
welfare. 4

To illustrate such combined ownership, I would like to
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cite some articles of the Constitution of the Islamic

Republic of Iran again:

Article 44: The economy of the Islamic
Republic of" Iran is based upon three
sectors: public, cooperative and private.

The public sector consists of all
large and private industies, foreign trade,
large mines, banking, insurance, energy
programs, large dams and irrigation
networks, radio and television, post,
telegraph, aviation, shipping and railways,
whose ownership is the responsibility of
the government.

The cooperative sector includes
production and distributive cooperative
companies and enterprises which are estab
lished in cities and villages according to
Islamic criteria.

The private sector consists of those
parts of agriculture, industry, animal
husbandry, trade and services which comple
ments cooperative and government economic
activities.

Ownership in all ~hree sectors of the
economy, in so far as it conforms to other
sections of this part, does not contravene
Islamic laws, and helps to advance economic
growth and development and would not be
injurious to soc;iety, will enjoy the
protection of th~ law in the Islamic
Republic of Iran. Details and order of the
us~ge of each is to be determined bylaw.

Article 45: Natural resources and national
wealth such as lands or deserted lands,
mines, seas, lakes, reed beds, natural
woods, virgin land and pastures are part of
the public domain. Heirless property and
property of unknown ownership and public
property restored from usurpers are in the
possession of the Islamic government which
will determine the best way to utilize them
in the interests of the nation. Details an~

manner of usage will be determined by law. 6
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2. Private Ownership in the West

It is well known that the economic development of

the West after the industrial revolution has been

supported by the private ownership system along with

individualism and the freedom of contract. In the

Wetern perspective, private ownership is a system in

which a private individual can possess every sort of

property especia~ly lands, factories and other natural

resources which are fundamentally production

facilities, and the system is protected by law and

within it an owner can principal~y maintain and dispose

property as he wishes. 47 While capi talism made rapid

progress, a lot of property was acquired by a small

number of people and some came to predict that keeping

this priv~te ownership system would endanger the lives

of many other proletariat and would ruin the ideal of

utilizing property for the benefits of a whole society.

Then, in the twentieth century, one can see a tendency

to limit private ownership with regard to factors of

production such as natural resources and monopolistic

factories. 48

One may be right in thinking that the

socialization of property law was required to solve the

problem mentioned above. In the late nineteenth

century, there emerged some changes in Common Law, that
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is, the change in attitude' from 'laissez faire' to

'collectivism' and as a result four' measures were

subsequently taken:

a) protection of public authority

labourers, tenant farmers and women were considered as

legally incompetent persons and their legal deeds were

restricted,

b) limitation on the freedom of contract

c) enhancement of united actions (labour unions, etc.)

d) the equalization of social benefits (compulsory

education, social insurance, etc.t 49

In gen~ral,Common Law is an ultra-individualistic law

and it regards individual will as holy. The central

part of Common Law was individualitic responsibility,

but ·the development of social law in the twentieth

century modified the ultra-individualism. Consequent

ly, it made executive authorfty larger, which took

charge of socialization, and restricted the free will

of individuals for the welfare of a whole society and

this series of events shook the basis of English Law. 50

After a careful consideration of such socializa

tion of law~ a compromise has been made in various

fields of law. Macpherson points out three types of

property: common, private and state property. Common

property is created by the guarantee to each individual
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that he will not be excluded from the use or benefit of

something, and private property is created by the

guarantee that an individual can exclude others from

the use or benef i t of something, and these two kinds of

property are individual rights becatise they are

guaranteed to individuals. state property is another

type of property because this is not an individual

r~ght at all: the state has not only created but has

kept for itself or has taken over £rom private

individuals or corporations. For example, railways,

airlines which are owneft by the state in many

countries, and in those countries, the state is acting

as an artificial person to handle i~.51 Macpherson's

analysis of state property is interesting. He says:

state property, then, is not common
property as we have defined it: state
property is not an individual right not to
be excluded. It is a corporate right to
exclude. As a corporate right to exclude
others it fits th~ definition of (corporate)
priva te property. 2

Though one may be confused with his paradoxical

statement, the paradox disappears when one notices that

the state, in any modern society, is not the whole booy

of citizens but a smaller body of persons who have been

authorized to govern the citizens and it is a group

that has the right to control the use of state
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pr.operty and, therefore, state property is an exclusive

right of an artificial person. Now it is clear that all

these three types of property, common, private and

state property are the rights of persons, either

natural individuals or artificia~ persons. 53

One may be safe in thinking that in the Western

perspective, although one sees some types of ownership

on its surface, on~ypersonal rights are respected at

its bottom, based upon individualism, and this shows a

great difference with the Ummaism in Islam.
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III

HUlnan Nature' and Sovereigllty in Islamic

and the Western Perspectives

I have di,scussed the basic differences of

ownership in Islam and the West. Through my argument,

one can see the most significant aspect of ownershipiq

each value system: there is no discrepancy concerning

the origin of ownership between the two value systems

because an individual's labour is regarded as the

origin of ownership in both cases. However, the most

striking difference concerns whether society puts some

limit on the individual's property or not. As I have

s how n i n t he sec 0 n d c hap te r , i n the West , the

individual can pursue his desire to obtain things as

much as he wishes even in the case that his action may

interfere with others' benefits, because in the Western

perspe,ctive, individualism has been considered the most

essential value. On the contrary, in Islam, if it is

necessary to protect social benefits, Umma places some
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limit on the individual's desire to possess things,

because to establish Umma is their final goal. One may

object to my argument by saying that even in the West,

social welfare or social benefit has been respected.

This might be a fair criticism and as the evidence, one

can see other forms of ownership other than private

ownership, which have developed as a result of the

socialization of law since the nineteenth century on.

How~ver, as I have expounded on it by showing C. B.

Macpherson's analysis, at the bottom of the Western

values, personal onwership has the highest priority.
(

Therefore, it can be said that the most striking

difference of ownership between the two cuI tural

systems is individualism in the West and Qmm~ism in

Islam.

As a result of this difference, other que~tions

arise: what is the outlook on the individual in each

value system, how do people manage society, or who has

sovereign power to lead a society toward achieving its

goals? To answer these questions, in the next chapter,

I will briefly survey human nature and sovereignty in

Islam and the West to answer these questions.

A. Islamic Human Nature

I should, first of all, point out that according
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to Islamic ideas, a human being has a very high place

in the world, though God has created everything in

nature perfect~ Ayatullah Morteza Mutahhari states

that the Qur'an reveals a picture of the human being as

a chosen creature of God, as His own Caliph (deputy) on

the earth and as being half~heavenly and half-earthly,

in whom has been implanted a God-knowing nature,

freedom, trustworthiness, a sense of responsibility

towards himself or herself as well as the world and the

favor of hegemony over Nature, heaven and earth.'

According to S.Radhakrishnan and P. T.Raju, in Islam

it is possible for manto change his outer world if a

human being has a rigid inner life and it is said that

at the climax, he can embody perfection physically,

intellectually, and spiritually.2 Here, man is believed

to be given much ability to develop himself by

learning. However, God is superior to everything in the

world and human beings ~re not an exception to this

basic idea. Toshihiko Izutsu states that absolute

submission to God is one of the essentials to bea real

beliverof Islam. 3 Qur'anic verse says:

For a Beliver, man or woman, when a matter
has been decided by God and His Apostle, to
have any option about their decision: If
anyone disobeys God and His Apostle, he is
indeed on a clearly wrong path. (chapter
33, 36)4
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It is widely believed that equality, justice, and

freedom are key-concepts in understanding human nature

of Muslims and I would like to analyze them one by one

in the following section.

1. Equality

In Islam, there is no discrimination against

color, sex or race: in other words, in front of God,

every individual is treated equally. Abdulrahman

Abdulkadi~ Kurdi explains that according to the Islamic

Holy Constitution, the believers of Islam should
(

identify themselves only as Muslim, and this is the

only citizenship to which they must be affiliated. 5

. For example, women in Islam have enjoyed the same

status as men. One of 'verses of Qur'an says:

Their Lord would answer their supplication:
I will not s u f fer the labour of any
labourer from among you male or female, to
perish. You are spiritu~lly akin one to
another. (chapter 3, 195)

When a·woman becomes an adult, she has the right to

dispose of her possessions according to her own will,

and no man can force them to get married. It is in the

modern law era that this kind of principle was

established in the West for the first time.?

The fundamental idea of equality in Islam is that
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since the true owner of things in the world is Allah

and people can utilize things within limitations, they

can not obtain anything which enables them to be

superior to others. A. K. Brohi states that an

individual has five human rights:

a) the right to life and property,

b) the right to freedom of opinion and expression,

c) the right of every Muslim to do good deeds for other

Muslims and forbid them from wrong doing,

d) the right to freedom of religion and conscience,

e) the right to equality -- complete equality of

opportu,nity.8

Although people are equal before God, this equality

means a relative equality. Kurdi explains that the

Islamic Holy Constitution does not consider this type

of equality to entitle man to be absolutely equal. As

mankind will never be entirely and unrestrictedly

equal, the Islamic Holy Constituion declares that

natural human inequalities must be recognized. 9 Kurdi

explains the reason as follows:

The generally accepted belief, that every
individual or group sharing a similar
variety of knowledge should enjoy a certain
status in society with regard to class,
income and performance, is probably not the
standard that must be recognized by the
Islamic Holy Constitution because of the
inequality of their abiblity and
performance. 10
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Kurdi concludes that social services such as education,

health services and equality of opportunity to learn

social rank, must be recognized by the authority of the

Islamic state along with the acknowledgement of the

inequality of men as a result of natural endowments.

Therefore, the Islamic Holy Constitution is moderate in

regard to equality' not accepting any extreme. 11

If one imagines that since Islam does not accept

complete equality among men, the gap between rich and

poor, or strong and weak is very wide, I must say that

this idea is absolutely wrong. This is because in

Islam, to practice justice is considered one of the

expressions of faith toward God, and justice restricts

many as'pects of human Ii fee To maintain justice in

society, people are not allowed to be too greedy. This

maintenance of justic~ works very well as a way to

avoid unnecessary competition among people to obtain

things. So, in the next section, I would like to

clarify Islamic justice.

2. Justice

Kurdi explains that justice can not be conceptual

ized materially by a precise definition and the

question of just and unjust are morally conceptualized

because justice is basically derived from a factor or
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consciousness, which is usually exhibited through the

emotional and spiritual impetus of the individual'~

ideological belief. 12 In addition, Majid Khadduri

states that justice is essentially a relative concept

and scales of justice vary considerably £rom land to

land. 13 Since the Divine Legislator did not rule

directly over the believers, the representative of God

on earth, to whom God's authority was delegated, had to

put the Law into practice and to rule with justice.

Thus government was established based on Divine Law and

justice. 14

It should be noted that justice has a very

important meaning in Islam. The idea of justice was of

particular interest to the Prophet Muhammad, who seems

to have been endowed with a deep sense of justice, and

he dealt with the problems of his· day with uprightness,

balance, and fairness. The Our'an admonished people

that in the fulfillment of their religious obligations

they must above all be just. In the Our'an, there are

over two hundred admonitions against injustice and no

less than almost a hundred expressions embodying the

notion of justice, in a variety of either direct or

indirect expressions.15 One of the Our'anic references

to justice is as follows:
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stand out firmly for justice, as witnesses
to God, even as against yourselves, or your
parents, or your k~n, and whether it be
(against) rich or poor: for God can. best
protect both. Follow not the lusts, lest ye
swerve, and if ye distort (justice) or
decline to do justice, verily God is well
acqu~~nted with all that ye do. (chapter 4,
135 )

It can be said that justice is an integral part of

man's faith toward God at an individual level. At the

same time, social justice is one of Islamic aims. Kotb

states that the nature of Islmaic belief about human

life makes social justice essentially an all-embracing

justice which does not take account merely of material

arid economic factors becausa Islam holds that mankind

is essentially one body, a body in which there are no

isolated and outcast societies}?

According to Kurdi, justice means to equalize the

distribution o£ wealth in the Islamic Nation. The

Islamic Holy Constitution has prescribed certain legal

and optional measures to achieve a balance of wealth.

To realize the objective of the welfare of the Islamic

Nation by the equitable distribution of wealth, and the

main purpose of these regulations is to stop the

concentration of wealth in a few hands. However, these

legal provisions do not prohibit private ownership or

restrict the free market, and these are carefully
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designed to facilitate the economy of Islam and to

provide the original right for every individual to

build up his own wealth without exploitation. 18 In

summary, Islam has provided the Islamic Nation with

detailed laws and regulations which are founded on the

ideas of justice and equality for all people without

discrimination. This shows that Islam is not merely a

religion practiced only in places of worship, but also

a system which governs all of life. 19

3. Freedom

It seems very clear now that every individual in

Islamic society can enjoy freedom within the realm

which social justice permi ts. In other words, man can

enjoy the benefits of limited freedom.

Mutahhari states:

It is quite obvious that although the human
being is free to shape his or· he+ spiritual
mechanism to convert his or her natural
environment to a more desirable form and to
create the ideal future, he or she is
somewhat restricted in actions. In other
words , human beings en joy are I at i v e
freedom which is confined to a specific
domain within which they can either 8hoose
a prosperous or a disastrous future. 2

According to Kurdi, the concept of freedom in Islam

basic~lly stands for the ultimate responsibility'o£
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man. 21 The Islamic Holy Constitution has declared that

each individual is fully reponsible for deciding his

own destiny and such a choice or decision is the most

significant aspect of freedom in an individual life.22

Freedom appears to play an important role in

Islam. Baqir as-Sadr explains:

Freedom, according to Islam, maintains the
revolutionary a.spect of freedom, to
liberate man from the idol's control, all
idols from whose yoke humanity has been
suffering across history. But it erects
this great task of liberation upon the
basis of a submission purely for Allah, and
for Allah alone. Therefore, man's submis
sion to God in Islam ~instead of possessing
his own self, according to capitalism) is
the tool whereby man breaks all other norms
of submission or slavery, for this sort of
power with which he co-exists, stands in
the same grounds before one Lord. There
fore, no power on earth has the righ~ to
fare with his destiny as it plirses or
controls his existence and lifeoo.

Another aspect of freedom in Islam is the freedom

of non-muslims. As I have shown in the preceding

section of this chapter, man has the right to freedom

of opinion and expression and to freedom of religion

and conscience. In Islamic perspectives, even a non'-.

muslim is guaranteed the right to have his own belief

in religion, thought and so on. This might indicate

that Islam is generous and tolerant to even non-muslims

from the viewpoint'of freedom.
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Kurdi concludes Islamic freedom:

Finally, the concept of freedom in Islam is
to be considered as the first stage of
action towards rationally regulated
behavior and condtict, based on the real
need of mankind materially and spiritually.
The Islamic Holy Constituionregards the
concept of responsibility and commitment in
an individual's life as the keystone in an
determining the concept of freedom. This
responsibility guides an individual away
from the chaotic sta~e and towards a
rational stage. However, the concept of
fre~dom is always limited whenever the
responsibility is increased and vice versa. 24

B. Islamic Sovereignty

One must remember that everything, after all,

belongs to God in Islam and even sovereignty is not an

exception.

Yoshiaki Sanada explains that in Islam,

sovereignty comes_under the jurisdiction of God, in

other words, Shari'ah and not under the jurisdiction of

the state. 25 In Islamic perspective, human beings

should surrender any right to rule others, whatever the

content of sovereignty is, and nobody is permitted to

order Dr make demands on others at all by his own

right. Therefore, nobody should accept the obligation

to follow such demands or orders. 26

B~ohi describes this principle of sovereignty in

more detail:
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strictly speaking, there is no ruler within
the conceptual framework of a Muis lim
state-this is so because here the ruler has
no will of hi s own since he has' surrendered
his will at the altar of the Will of the
Lord and what is more he submits to that
Will and undertakes to carry out its
mandates, not for the sake of his personal
aggrandizement but for the sake of showing
obedience to the demand of the Divine Law.
A ruler who does conform to thi s concept is
really more or less a managing director of
the public affaires of the state. His power
is not his own if only because the Qur'an
has categorically -asserted that all power
belongs to God and such power as belongs to
man is virtually his only because it is
delegated to him on the strict condition
that it would be exercised beneficially for
those for who~7 sake it has been so
delegated to him.

Sanada advocates naming this Islamic system

"nomocracy" distinguishing it from the Western

"theocracy".28 Here it is absolutely necessary· to deny

the principle of state sovereignty in order to prevent

dictatorship by political power because taking

sovereignty away from state can be the best assurance

of limiting state sovereignty.29

In 'order to apply this concept to the daily life

of people, some measures should be considered.

According to 'Harron Khan Shervlani, it is obvious tha t

God does not exercise His authority directly in

political matters but delegates it to human beings. 3D

Sherwani explains the process of delegation:
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The whole conception of the supremacy of
God and the vicegerence of man rests on the
principle that God exercise his power and
authority through human ag~ncy and that
there should be uniformity in the behavior
of the vicegerents as have faith and are
prone to do good deeds, for without this
even an attempt at obedience to the
universa~ Law of Nature would not be
possible.

Later, Sherwani writes:

This makes it quite clear that the Islamic
ruler in the mundane sense is different
from the "sovereign" as evolved later by
European politicians and political
scientists, for according to the Isla~ic

doctorine no person can be an autocrat.
The very basis of political power in this
sense is delega,tion, walayah, and this
obviously entails responsibility.
Moreover,-the idea of absolute property
either in political or personal sense is
foreign to the Islamic spirit: for every
thing is owned by God and therfore by the
community in the practical sense, ~~d is
held in trust by the person using it.

Taleghani states that, since society is a moving and

evolving entity, the end and the goal toward which the

social organism moves should be clarified and a society

without a set goal ~nd purpose does not have the

ability-to survive. In order to establish such a goal,

legiglating and formulating laws are essential, and

Taleghani shows conditons required of lawmakers:

1. aware of the ultimate goals of the individual, as

well as the dyna~ism of the society so that movement
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and process is not hindered in any phase of development

and rules to satisfy all needs,

2. well versed in the complexity of the human psyche,

des i re s, and va I ue s to be able to promulga te

comprehensive principles and laws,

3. free from environmental, class influences and

emotional desires, so that laws are promulgated for

everyone's welfare by encompassing and uniting all

people,

4. have the people's and social classes' belief in law

and the position of law makers, so that the principles

of law can be willingly enforced. 33

As one of the examples of conditions required of

lawmakers or governors, I would like to support my

argument by citing a relevant passage from the letter

of Hazrat Ali addressed to Malik-e-Ashter who was

appointed as Governor of Egypt.

You must always appreciate and adopt .a
policy which is nei ther too severe and
harsh nor too lenient, a policy which is
based upon equality and justice and which
will be largely appreciated and liked.

Do not reserve for yourself anything which
is common property to all and in which
others have equal rights. Do not close
your eyes from mal .... practices of the
officers, miscarriage of justice and misuse
of rights, because you will be held
responsible for the wrong done to the
helpless and opp~essed people.
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You must always try to remember the good
and useful things done in the past,
activities of a just and benign government,
good deeds done by it, good laws
promulgated~ orders and traditions of the
Holy prophet, orders of God given out in
His Holy Book~ and things that340u have
seen me doing or heard me saying.

In the basic concept of sovereignty which I have

described so far, one might have the idea that in

Islam, only God. In other words, Shari'ah, has absolute

sovereignty and, as the agent, human beings are given

the power to manage society for the sake of the people

in it. Here, again, it should be noted that at the

bottom of this theory, God is considered to be.the true

owner ~f everything. As I tried to delineate in the

early part of this chapter, the difference of ownership

seems very closely related to the difference of the

co~cept of human nature, society and sovereigrity. Now,

I would like to turn to t~ose concepts in the West in

order to support my hypothesis.

c. Western Human Model

1. Hobbes's Model

Hajime Watanabe states that Hobbes's observation

on hum~n nature was that man is an animal that is

motivated by "fear and self-interest", and that Hobbes

came to view man as living in perpetual war in his
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natural state. 35 According to Takuya Hatori, in

Hobbes's argument, man's primary motivation is his

never ending will to power which includes essential

human passions such as covetousness, ambition,

emulation, envy, etc.36 Hiroshi Shibuya explains that

man, according to Hobbes's interpretation, is a self

centered being and lives to preserve his own life~that

is, his individual life has primary value and no other

value is more important than it. Therefore, he has the

right to do anything in order to protect his life.37

Since individuals struggle against each other in

the state of nature, in order to keep order in society,

some action should be taken, and Hobbes suggested the

necessLty of instituting a social covenant (see the

second ~ection of chapter 2).

One might be right in thinking that Hobbes viewed

man as being too greedy and selfish, and Watanabe

criticizes this point by sayLng that Hobbes's human

model was much too one sided and that he ignored

another aspect of man, that is, human beings behav.e

with motivation other than egoistic motivation. 38

2. Locke's Human Model

Watanabe states that Locke evaluated man's

sociality and autonomous ability highly. Therefore,
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Locke viewed man not as mere animal but as moral and

social being, showing a clear contrast to Hobbes1s

model. Locke felt that it is none other than reason

that makes man a man of character. 39

Then, according to Locke's argument, what is the

primary motivation for man's behaviour? Hatori

explains that Locke regarded two kinds of uneasiness as

stimulus to man's industriousness and deeds, which are

composed of two kinds: natural uneasiness and

fantastical uneasiness. Due to these kinds of

uneasiness, people tend to try to obtain more than they

really need. 40

Although people try to possess more than they

need, according to Hiroshi Tanaka, in Locke's moder,

people do not compete wi th each other in the state of

nature. This is because people are governed by their

reason and this reasoning ability makes people respect

other'sliv~s, property and freedom. 41

Harvey C. Mansfield Jr.· states that in Locke's

argument, God seems to have performed the duty of

preserving His creatures by implanting in man a strong

desire for self-preservation, as in all other animals,

and to have distinguished man by the gift of reason

instead of instinct. 42 Mansfield concludes that:

God made men for the sake of their self-
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preservation and that they follow the will
of their Maker when they regard themselves
as their own property.

Man, then, not being the property of
God, has received no property from God.
Man's only gifts are the desire for self
preservation and the reason to effect it
which are in his own nature and could not
have bee~3withheld by any Maker of such as
himself.

Ko Harada states that Locke, as an ideologue of

the middle class, felt p~ivate property developed from

the natural law and natural rights in order that man

can possess the fruit of his labour. 44

One can see that in Locke's model, although a

human being is seen as pursuing private benefit, at

the same time he is regarded as having reason. Here it

seems very clear that in comparison to Hobbes's model,

Locke's man is more civilized.

3. Smith's Model

Smith is well known for his creation of the

concept of "economic man". In his argument, man tries

to obtain the greatest benefit he can. Smith stated:

But it is only for the sake of profit that
any man employs a capi tal in the support of
industry: and he will always, therefore,
endeavour to employ it in the support of
that industry of which th~ produce is
likely to be the greatest value, or to
exchange for the. greatest quantity either
money or of other goods.
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As every individual, therefore, endeavours
as much as he can both to employ his
capital in the support of domestic industry
and so to direct .that industry that its
produce maybe of the greatest value~ every
individual necessarily labours to render
the annual revenue of the society as great
as he can. He generally, indeed, neither,
intends to promote the public inter{gt, nor
knows how much he is promotiong it.

From this passage, it is clear that in his model, Smith

thought that it is part of man's nature to earn much

money, to get the most benef i t from his labour and as a

consequence

income.

this action may increase the state's

D. Western Sovere~gnty

I have .summarized Hobbes's, Locke's and Smith's

human models, and I would like to describe features of

the society or state in which people of such human

nature live.

1. Hobbes's Sovereignty

The purpose of sovereignty in Hobbes's argument

is, according to Harada, to suppress man's unlimited

self~interest by threatening him with punishment, to

prevent the reappearance of war in the state of nature

and to !Ilaintain society. This, in consequence, allows

people to enjoy their long lives. 46 Harada ~tates that
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Hobbes felt individuals consciously deny "war" and

constitute society or commonwealth by making a social

covenant founded on their correct reasoning, and so

they reach a more enlighted state. On making such a

social covenant, they surrender their natural rights to

a sovereign ruler unconditionally and the sovereign

ruler is a selected third person who enforces the

covenant. 47

The sovereign ruler has the absolute power to

rule. Watanabe explains the rights Hobbes felt the

sovereign ruler has:

a) Individuals can not make a new covenant without the

ruler's permission because they gave all their rights

to him unconditionally.

b) There can be no breach of the covenant from the

ruler's side because those who are governed decided to

give their rights to him. In other words, the ruler did

not ask to make a contract with them.

c) Even those who are opposed to the decision of the

majority should consent tacitly to all the rulet's

actions because the majority s~lected the ruler by

consent among them.

d) Whatever the ruler decides, it does not mean doing

wrong to people.

e) PeopLe can not impose the death penalt~or other
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penalties on the ruler. Moreover, the ruler can do

whatever necessary to keep peace and protect people.

f) He has the right to control freedom of speech and to

censor books, etc. 48

It is clear that sovereignty in Hobbes's argument is

unlimited and absolute. In other words ,the sovereign

ruler is a "mprtal God',~49

2. Locke's Sovereignty

As I indicated earlier, self-preservation was

Locke's main concern and he argured that the right to

property is essential for it. Hator± states that, in

Locke's state of nature, it is hard to protect such

right to property because the following three

cond~tions are missing:

a) positive law

b) a fair judge

c) execution of judgment

Therefore, people are afraid of having their property

in~ruded on, so they make a contract to establish a

'political society and under politicalsQvereignty,

their property is protected.50

According to Harada~ Locke placed stress on

establishing a lawful government based on the consent

of all people, because nobody can be subject to the
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Therefore,

the ruler should be chosen by the people and the form

of his power should also be decided by the people.

Locke. clearly differentiated political society and

government. His idea was that government exists for

the sake of political society, so if the government

threatens social profit, it can be overthrown. Here

one can see the people's right to resistance.51

Watanabe explains that Locke regarded legislative

power as most important. Locke felt the form of

government should be decided dn by the people. 52

According to Watanabe, Locke believed four limits of

legislative power:

a) The legislative body should obey laws which are

published clearly and laws should be applied to

everybody equally.

b) The ultimate goal of laws is to benefit the people.

6) The legislative body can not impose any tax on

people's property without the consent of people.

dl The legislative body can not move ~ts legislative

power from a person or place which the people have

decided. 53

Here, one can see a clear difference in theory

between Hobbes and Locke. Whereas Hobbes considered

monarchy·is the most suitable form of government, Locke
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thought democracy is the best form of government.

Harada states that since Locke differentiated the state

and government, he maitained that the people can

destroy government without destroying the state, and

this is called the 'Right to Rebellion". 54

3. Smith's Sovereignty

From the quotations from The Wealth of Nations in

the preceding section, it is very clear that Smith

believed in "an-invisible hand." Hatori states that

in Smith's view, the commonwealth is established to

preserve private property. Therefore, the only job

that the commonwealth should do is to maintain private

ownership, no more and no less. In other words, the

economy of the commonwealth should be managed by the

freedom of people's commercial activities, and the

commonwealth should not intervene those activities. 55

One question emerges:is it possible that such

individuals' commercial activit~es 'without any guidance

or the control of the commonwealth generaly will

foster social welfare? Smith answered this question

by explaining his idea that the economic man acquire

wealth for the commonwealth by following invisible

hands. 56

Then what is the role of government according to
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According to the system of n~tural liberty,
t"he sovereign has only three duti.E!s to
attend to~three duties of great impor
tance, indeed,but plain and intelligible
to common understandings: first, the duty
of protecting thesocie.ty from the violence
and invasion of other independent soci
eties~ secondly, the duty of protecting,
as far as possible, every member of the
society from the injustice or oppression of
every other member of it, or the duty of
establishing an exact administration of
justice~ and thirdly, the duty of erecting
and maintaining certain public works and
certain public institutions, which it can
never be for the interest of any individ
ual, or small number of individuals, to
erect and mairitain~ because the profit
could never repay the expense to any
individual or small number of individuals,
though it may frequently do~uch more than
repay it to a great society.
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In short, Campbell and Skinner state that Smith's

recommendations with regard to the functions of

government are designed to ensure the freedom of the

individuals to pursue his own ends which is. also

socially beneficial. 58

So far, I have described three theorists' human

and social models in order that one may realize that at

the beginning of Western modern times, individualism

was emphasized and this idea strongly supported private

ownership. Since I have shown some of the differences

of human model· and sovereignty between the West and
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Islam, I would like to move to the next chapter to

summarize briefly the basic conditions on which the

IslamiG ideal society would be established.
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IV

,Prerequisite of Islamic Ownership System

From the first chapter through the third chapter,

I have compared various aspects of ownership in Islam

and the West. If I tried to express the most

significant character of each ownership system in one

word, Islamic ownership, Ummaism and Western ownership,

individualism, might be the best words to choose. Here

a question arises: in what conditions can Um~ism be

achieved? Therefore, in this chapter, going on to

conclude this thesis in the final part, it might be a

good idea to describe the basic conditions on which

such Um~ can be established, in order that one might

have a basic understanding about the ways Muslims are

willing to support Ummaism.

A. Islamic Goal

1. Umma
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It has been widely believed that people lived in

Medina under the reign of Prophet Muhammad in the firs"t

Islamic state. It is not strange, therefore, that

Muslims try to look back at their history to that time

in order to set up a more desireable contemporary

societyo Haroon Khan Sharwani states why such a soci-

ety is necessary: man is so created that he can not

fulfil his wants by himself and needs other's help for

that purpose. Therefore, it is necessary for people to

gather together- in groups so that mutual help and

intercourse should be facilitated. 1

According to Yoshiaki Sanada, the Islamic Holy

Constitution, the Qur'an requires Muslims to establish

an Islamic community, Um!!@., where people spend lives of

poetical justice. 2 The following Qur'anic verse

supports this idea:

Let there arise out of you a band of people
inviting to all that is good, enjoying what
is right, and forbidding what is wron~

They are the o~es to attain felicity.
(chapter 3, 104)

Brohi states that the!!!!l~, after all, had to

carryon the work entrusted to i tbythe Qur'an. It is

described there as the best of Um~ that was sent to

mankind to encourage upon them to do what was right and

to dissuade them from doing that which was forbidden. 4
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One can see another proof in the Universal Islamic

Declaration of 1980, which describes the importance of

establishing Umma.

WHEREAS Islam enjoys the Muslim Ummah to
establish a just and humane world-order,
providing every opportunity to the all
round development of man· and society in an
environment free from all forms of
exploitation and inequality;

and

WHEREAS the Muslim Ummah is duty-bound to
fulfil its covena~with Allah by
establishing the Islamic order and
translating into practice the ideals and
principle~ of Islam in its own life, thUs
pres'entin% the message and model of Islam
to others. . '

In addition, according to Brohi, whatever the classical

and neo-classical writers said, they at least

attempted to preserve the unity of Umma. 6 From these

examples, one can understand that establishing the Um~

has been philosophically the final goal of Muslims.

Then, what does the !!.!!!!!!.~stand for in particular, and

how is the Um~ created?

From Ali Shari 'ati 's defini tion of the !!.!!!!!!~ (see

page25), one mi.ght think that the !!.!!!!!!~ has an obscure

meaning. Farooq Hassan explains that the peculiarity

of the Muslim Um~ is, within the circle of those

united by the common act of will that identifies them
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as· Muslims, the separateness of the national, linguis

tic, cultural existence, the pride of domination, and

the humiliation of servitude.? If one judges the Um~

from a Western perspective, one might realize the basic

idea of the ~~~ is completely different from the

fundamental ideas that form the basis of the Western

nation state or country.

Kalim Siddiqui maintains that the two types of

states, the Islamic state and Western nation state, are

not the same thing and th~y do not have anything in

common. While Islam brings the state into existence as

an instrument of Divine purpose, the nation state comes

into existence for precisely the opposite reason - to

dismiss God and to replace Him with the 'national

interest" as determined by human reason.8 Therefore,

one should distinguish the Western nation state and the

Um~. Otherwise, he can not appreciate the heart of the

Umma.

Historically speaking, the Um~~ has a longer

record than the western nation state. In other words,

the idea bfnation state is alien to Islam. At the

beginning of the Q.~~~, there was i no boundary. It is

because the area till the end of the place where

Muslims lived was regarded as the Umma. However, while

the idea of the western na tion state emerged,·. even
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among Arabs two new ideas appeared: wataniyyah and

gawmiyyah.

H. B. Sharabi states that wataniyyah (patriotism)

derived from ~atan(home country orregion)and should

not be confused with gawmiyyah (nationalism), derived

from ~~!!! (people or national community). Patriotism

applies within a state's boundaries, whereas nation-

alism a9plies to acommunity that often transcends

the confines of a state. Wattaniyah usually stands

for local nationalism (e.g., Egyptian or Algerian

nationalism) as opposed to regional (e.g., Maghrib or

pan-Arab) nationalism. 9

It is now clear that the idea of ~wmiyyah is a

regionally wider concept than wataniyyah. As I have

shown in the second chapter, the position of state

ownership is lower than that of public ownership (see

page 40-42), and this fact supports the idea that the

~!!!!!!~ does not simply mean nation state but is a much

wider concept. Muslims have been trying to establish

such Umma and one can see the example of such movements

in the Universal Islamic Declaration of 1980:

VII Unity of the Ummah
The people of .the Muslim world should
prevail upon their governments to adopt
this framework as a principle of state
policy, to Qe followed by statutory treaty
arrangements· leading to greate..r unity of
the ummah as envisaged by Islam. 10
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However, as one can imagine, it is not easy to

establish such ~~~~ from the beginning and some

concrete measures should be taken in order to achieve

it. The Universal Islamic Declaration says:

We therefore, declare that the objectives
of the Islamic Order can be achieved only
IF:
(a) The Muslim ~!!!!!!ah dedicates itself to
practicing the principle of Islam at the
individual and collective levels, and
abolishes all forms of domination,
exploitation, all distinctLons and all un
Islamic systems, laws and customs that have
permeated Muslim society.
(b) A truly Islamic leadership emerges in
the Muslim Ummah in all fields;capable of
leading the people through the strength of
its moral calibre and not through force,
coercion or manipulation; which trusts its
people and is trusted by them; which
regards itself as accountable to the Ummah
and above all to Allah. -----

It is under such an inspiring leadership
and with a clear commitment to Islamic
principles that Muslims allover the world
be integrated in to one organi c communi ty,
and would be able to transform the mandate
of Allah into reality.11

2. Shari'ah

Shari'ah is Islamic law composed of four sources:

Qur'an, Sunnah (the traditional practices and sayings

of Prophet Muhammad), 'Ijma' (the interpretation of the

Qur'an and of the traditions of the prophet made by the

unanimous consensus of opinion of qualified scholars)
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and Qiyas (their deductions by analogy).

Former Oil Minister of Saudi Arabia and lawyer,

A. Z. Yamani states that Sahri'ah, Islamic law, is

inside and outside of Islam. Shari 'ah is supreme

religious law and the definite differences between

§'h~f.i' ahan d Western law are that the latter is

essentially secular law and the former is religiou~

law which is based upon'the will of God. Shari'ah can

be adopted by all Muslims. 12

Hamid Dabashi explains that Islamic religious law,

Shari'ah, regulates the structure of Islamic society

and represents the most fundamental and esoteric aspect

of insti tutional I slam. Wi thout establi shing the

foundations of Islamic society through Shari'ah, there

would, be no communal context wi thin which higher

spiritual states might be achieved.13

Professor Muhammad Qutb states ''God' sShari 'ah

alone is without defect and any such shortcomings

because it is laid down by Him, the All-Knowing, the

All-Wise." The Shari 'ah was meant to comprehend the

entity of man's life in all its political, economic!
\

social, intellectual and spiritual aspects and was also

meant to help promote the sound and normal growth of

human life until history ends. 14

Taleghani emphasizes the perfection of Islamic law
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by specifying some distinctive points of method of

Islamic legislation:

(a) Islam, through belief in ta~hid (oneness), works

to cure the retrogression of intellect, the disillu

sioned mind, and the internal psychological complexes.

Human principles and laws, on the contrary, do not have

an access to the domain of the inner self and do not

pay attention to it.

(b) Islam frees man from slavery to man and his.man

made laws and makes him submit to God. Man-made laws,

on the other hand, growing out of customs and habits

which are always in line with the interest and domains

of a particular group, SUbjugate man.

(c) The laws derived from habits and class interest

deprive .people of their intellect and understanding so

that they become totally submissive.

(d) Islam elevates the value o.f man and strengthens

personal authority and independence in resisting

lustful drives and theloveo~ wealth, so that man may

be his own sovereign and the·· owner of this wealth, and

not vice versa.

(e) The most important effect of Islamic teaching and

training is that it instills faith in individuals and

guarantees their responsibility to the laws of the

community and to their implementation.15
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From Taleghani'sexplanation, one might see the

strong point of the Islamic legislative system. To

summarize this section, I would like to introduce F.

Hassan's remark:

The §.!!~Ei~!! has a 1 way s plac e d e q ua 1
emphasis on the rights of the individual
and the rights of the Umma. The individual
is the central elmentin the social
edifice, and a general responsibility
towards him is one of the basic concepts of
the Muslim system. To keep a balance~ an
individual also has obligation towards the
communi ty. This sys11im is intended to
achieve social justice.

Now I would like to move to the next question: how

do they fit these ideas of Shari'ah into their social

lives in order to attain the !!!!!!!!~

3. Concrete Measures

As I have stated in the first section of this

chapter, Muslims' goal is to establish the !!!!!!!!~ which

is supported by Shari 'ah. In other words,by following

Shari'ah, Muslims can set up the Um~. Here one should

remembertha t everything belongs to God and even

sovereignty of Islamic state is not an exception.

Shari'ah exists to convey God's message how to manage

society.

F. Hassan states that the fact that sovereignty
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belongs to God does not mean that all the laws are to

be made by God himself or that the Qura'n provides arl

possiple positive laws and that the people have

nothing to do with soveriegn functions. On the

contrary, all the laws are made by the people's

representatives in light of the Qura'nic

fundamentals. 17 Brohi states that everyone who becomes

a recipient or a donee of delegated power has to stand

in awful reverence before his people towards whom and

for whose s~ke he will be called upon to us~ their

·power. 18

It seems very reasonable, then, that someone

should interpret the teachings of Shari'ah in order to

solve problems in their daily life and maintain the

Q!!!.!!!.~. Then, in what kind of framework can such

interpretation be done?

K. Siddiqui says that the Sunnah of the Prophet,

one of four sources of §'h~ri 'ah, demanded the

establishment of a political system without which Islam

itself could not be understood or practiced. Islam

began by defying the existing authority, by organizing

civil and military and administrative systems, and, in

the lifetime of the Prophet, defeating the opposition

and establishing the unchallenged supremacy of the new

way of Islam. Siddiqui describes Muhammad Iqbal's idea:
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The essence of Tawhid as a working idea is
equali ty, solidari ty and freedom. The
state, from the Islamic standpoint, is an
endeavour to transform these ideal
principles into space-time forces, and
aspiration to realve them in a definite
humanorganization. 1

As I have stated in the first section of this

chapter, the Islamic state and nation state are

completely different in their ideological foundations.

According to K. Siddiqui, the Muslim teachers of

political science must reveal to their students and a

wider public the true nature of the nation state and

all its structures and functions. In addition, they

have to develop a body to prove that the nation state

cannot possibly solve any of the problems that now

confront the Umma. 20

A. A. Kurdisays "The primary purposes of the

Islamic State are the ensurance of freedom from outside

invasion, the security of domestic tranquillity and the

provision of jusitce, equality and personal security

for its people.,,21 F.Hassan explains that the state

is, based upon democratic principles, administerd under

a social security system providing full and equal

economic rights for all members of the society, without

discrimination and without any bias. 22

A. A. Kurdi concludes that it is not the intention
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of the Islamic state, as a powerful political body to

play any political or social roles in directing the

attention of its subjects, or manipulating them, toward

specific policies in order to facilitate the

politician's power over the people. "The Islamic

state's main objective is to apply and enforce Islamic

Law which is fully accepted by its citizens, who give

their ultimate consent to their leader to exercise the

terms and the provisions of the Islmaic Holy

Constitution. over them. ,,23

From these statements, one might realize that

Islam has a different concept of state compared to the

Western perspective and Muslims try to set up the Umma

based on Islamic law, Shari'ah. Now I would like to

describe the framework of Islamic state in more detail.

According to the Universal Islamic Declaration,

one can see five major policies of the Islamic state,

and I would like to summarize some of the contents of

these policies which seem relevant to my argument here:

(a) state Policy

i) The Shari'ah is the supreme law of the Muslim

community and must be enforced in its entirety in

all aspects of life.

ii) Political power must be exercised within the

framework of Shari'ah. No one is authorized to
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arrogate to himself the right to rule by personal

discretion.

iii) It is the obligation and right of every

person to participate in the political process.

iv) All political power, whether legislative,

executive or judicial, is exercised within the

limits set out by Allah and His Prophet for the

promotion and enforcement of the values prescribed

by Islam.

v) Obedience to the legitimately constituted

authority is obligatory ~n people so long as it is
, \

in conformity with the Shari'ah.

vi) All citizens are equal before the law.

vii) The rights of people to life, liberty, honour

and property as -guaranteed by Allah and His

Prophet can in no circumstances be abrogated or

suspended.

(b) Economic Policy

The Islamic economic system is based on social justice,

equity, "moderation and a balanced relatioship. It is a

universal system embodying et~rnal values which

safeguard man's rights while constantly reminding him

of his obligations to himself and to society. It

forbids all forms of exploitation and honours labour,

encourages man to earn his living by honest means, and
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to spend his earnings in a rational way.

i) All natural resources are a trust from Allah

and man is individually and collectively custodian

of these resources.

ii) Wealth should be justly distributed.

iii) All resources available to man in general and

to the Ummah in particular, and must always be put

to optimum use.

iv) Development is an essential requirement, and

participation in economic activity is obligatory

on every Muslim.

v) The procurement of wealth and the production of

goods must be lawful in terms of the Shari'ah.

Usury, gambling, hoarding, etc. are forbidden

~ources of income.

vi) Society must ensure the supply of basic

necessities of food, clothing, shelter, education

and health care, to all of those who are incapable

of looking after their own needs being irrespec

tive of their ages, sex, colour or religion.

vi~) The economic power of the g~~~ shall be

structured in such a way that there is cooperation

and sharing within the Q~~~ and maximum self

reliance therein.

(c) Educational Policy
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i) The purpose of education shall be to produce

people who are imbued with Islmaic learning and

character and are capable of meeting all the

economic, social~ political, technological,

physical, intellectual and aesthetic needs of

society.

ii) Secular and religious education prevailing

today in the Muslim World should be fused together

so as to provide an Islamic vision for those

engaged in education and to enable them to

reconstruct human thought, in all its forms, on

the foundations of Islam.

Cd) Social Policy

The social institution of mosque, family, local

communi ty, social consul tative bodies, socio-economic

co-operative, etc., are an integral part of the Islamic

system, and should be established and strengthened on

the Islamic principles of brotherhood and mutual help.

Ce) Defence Policy

Defence of Islam and Muslim lands is the sacred duty of

all Muslims.24

One might obtain the general idea of the framework

of policies in the Islamic state, or the g~~~, which

covers various fields, such as politics, economics,

educatonal, and etc. Here, as mentioned once in the
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early part of this thesis, one should tackle the

problem from the viewpoint of the Islamic world view

which covers all aspects of human life. Otherwise,

study on Islam can not be succesfully done. Now I would

like to point out some other aspects of the socio

economic system of the Islamic state in more detail.

B. Socio-Economic System in the Islamic State

Naqvi states ,that the primary preoccupation of the

policy-makers in an Islamic society should be to

provide for an explicit mechanism to re-establisb

equilibrium in the specific ,Islamic sense, and maintain

it over the course of time. In particular, it is

essential to reduce interclass divisions,by moving all

socLal classes towards a golden mean in terms of an

acceptable living standard: the poor will have to be

moved up, and the rich pushed down to a common social

denominator. In the Islamic economic system, four

objectives are given priority: social justice, univer

sal education, optimal rate of economic growth and the

maximization of employment.25

It seems very clear that distribution of wealth,

in particular, is very important to attain social

justice and its solution is likely to lessen the gap

between rich and poor. However, Islam does not put
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emphasis on money as means of such redistribution of

wealth. This is because, according to Naquvi, the

pursuit of economic welfare does not degenerate into

the worship of money in Islam. On the other hand,

Islam adds a spiritual dimension to such

redistribution, in so far as redistribution of income

and wealth enhances material welfare. 26 The Qur'anic

verse says:

And wha t will exp la in to thee the pa th tha t
is steep?
(It is) freeing the bondman; or the giving
of food in a day of privation to the orphan
with claims of relationship,or to the
indig~t (Down) in the dust. (chapter 90,
12-16)

Kurdi states that the Islamic economic system is

designed to support the broad requirements of Muslims'

lives, and to further justice and equality in Islamic

society and between it and the world. 28 In addition,

F. Hassan shows that suppression of usury, monopolies,

hoarding, smuggling and other unfair trade practices is

made the ... underlying policy, with social control of the

means of production so that individual interests do not

interfere with the social welfare. 29

It is interesting that a monopoly is also regarded

as harmful to society even by the western scholar.

Robert Nozic explains that a monopoly may be violated
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in two ways:

1. a person may use force though unautho
rized by the state to do so or
2. though not·themselves using force a
group or person may set themselves up as an
~lternative authority (and perhaps even
claim to be the sole legitimate one) to
decide when and by wh0:fb the use of force is
proper and legitimate.

To conclude this chapter, I would like to point

out some important factors on Islam, in specific, about

the Umma and Shari 'ah.

A. Z. Yamani states that one of the most

significant contributions of Islam is the ideology of

social welfare. The priciple of social welfare in the

west was developed from social justice in the twentieth

century though, in Islam, this ideology' has .been

realized in various contexts of ~aily life since the

sixth century on. 31

One might be safe in thinking that at the bottom

of social justice, the rigid inner belief of ta!!hid

(oneness) has been ideologically recognized by all

Muslims. Taleghaniexplains "The call to the onesess

of God (ta!!hid) - the ~nspiration to the spiri t of

faith in absolute truth - is to free humanity from the

chains of enslavement to untruth, to unravel the

psychological complexes of subjugation and suffering
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among people.,,32

Kurdi states that Islam is not, by any means,

merely a religion or a personal code to be practised

individually and in the mosque. Islam is rather a

complete, systematic theology concerned with all

aspects of Muslims' lives -- political, social and

religious -- and one of the most significant aspect of

the Islamic system is its dynamic ability to change

according to prevailing circumstances of the time and

place. 33
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Conclusion

To conclude, I would like to summarize briefly

several singnificant points ~f my argument. First of

all, as one might understand, in the Islamic perspec-

tive, Almighty God, Allah, has the highest status in

every aspect of Muslims' lives. Secondly, the impor-

tant role of the Um~ ( society) should be respected..

Thirdly, Muslims I final goal is to establish the Umma

by following Shari'ah (Islamic law) in their daily life

in order to realize social justice" based on tawhid

(oneness), which Islam greatly emphasizes. Without

recognizing these foundations, one can not analyze

Islamic values. Syed Nawab Haider Naquvi says:

Though not altogether excluding competi
tion, Islam does not recognize it to be the
best way to attain human happiness or even
as a ~uiding princi~le of economic
behavior. This is because, in a regime of
socio-economic inequalities that spoil the
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environment under capitalism, free competi
tion aggravatef social justice instead of
reducing them.

By adopting these points mentioned above into the

Islamic ownership system, it seems fairly clear that

every individual enjoys his freedom and right to

ownership within the limits set up by the Umma.

In comparison to Western values, by careful

attention to my arguments above, one might understand

basic differences of freedom and right to ownership.

In the West, people can obtain everything gained

through their labour after severe competition and can

maintain and di~pose of it as they wish even in the

case that by doing so, the property of others in

society is damaged. As I have shown, this

individualism was born and fostered in the process .of

industrialization based on the theories of the market,

invisible hand, economic man, and so on. However, as

one can clearly notice, these theories could not solve

problems, particularly in the field of economy~ or.even

aggravate problems. For example, the gap between the

rich and poor has been widening.

three problems:

Morris Cohen states

1. The supply of many things is not increased by making

them private property.
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Mahmud Taleghani's opinion:

The roots of the problem begins from the
moment that man turns his will and
attention to fulfilling his instincts and
desires, and.doesnot stop at the l,vel of
basic necessities and satisfactions.
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